Evidensia Strömsholm Equine referral hospital is seeking an ECVIM or ACVIM specialist.
Our committed and competent team is looking for a diplomate in internal medicine, experienced
within the equine area. Do you recognize yourself in the description below? Let us know so we can tell
you more about what we can offer you!
About the job:
This job provides an exciting mix of booked and emergency visits. We handle all types of cases, ranging
from simple treatments to complicated investigations and advanced surgical procedures. You will be a
very important part of our veterinary team. As an internal medicine expert, you will have the
opportunity to develop this specific field at the hospital. You will work together with specialist in
surgery, orthopedics, dentistry, immunology, physiotherapy and farriery.
This is a full-time employment. The hospital is open 24 hours which means on-call duty will be
scheduled on rotating shifts.
Qualifications:
To qualify for this position you need to be a qualified veterinarian with experience within the equine
area. You are an ECVIM or ACVIM diplomate eager to learn more and develop your knowledge at a
specialized equine hospital. You are optimistic and committed, you value good relationships between
colleagues as well as customers. Furthermore, you identify with our core values - commitment, joy,
respect, and competence & innovation.
If you have a Swedish veterinary license it is meritorious, however if this is not the case we still
encourage you to apply. We have great collaborations with foreign specialists already and would like
to see them expanded further. We will help you through the process of receiving a work permit as well
as a Swedish veterinary license.
Location: Strömsholm, Sweden
Application:
Submit your application no later than 31st of July.
For further enquiries, please contact:
Hospital manager Cecilia von Hausswolff
Phone: 046 70 277 19 95
Email: cecilia.von.hausswolff@evidensia.se.
Let us know if you have any questions.
We look forward to your application
Strömsholm Equine Hospital is part of the Evidensia brand and the Independent Veterinary Care Group.
It is a full-scale referral hospital with CT, fluoroscopy, Scintigraphy, various endoscopy, gastroscopy,
ultrasonography and X-ray. The facility also includes two surgical suites (one fitted for standing surgery)
and an isolation unit. We have both an indoor and an outdoor riding arena and a well-equipped farriery.
The hospital is co-located with one of the biggest equestrian centers in Sweden but also hold a fair caseload of trotting and companion horses.

